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Septima tied up in Vannes – as far South as we made it this year given our several “hiccups”.

The 2019 summer cruise of yacht Septima
A three-month seduction in France but with some
hiccups - minor and major - along the way
The rain stayed with us beyond Anvil Point and
didn’t clear until we were several sea miles South
of the Dorset coast.

We have many fellow Parkstone
Yacht Club members and friends
for whom the lure of South
Brittany is irresistible. As the
summer of 2019 approached Paula
and I decided to find out if this
cruising ground deserves its
seductive reputation.

Our destination was Cherbourg and after nine hours
or so of motor sailing in a relatively calm sea we
were passing through the western entrance of the
Grande Rade around 1500 hours CEST . It was a
welcome moment as thoughts of dry clothes, drinks
and dinner could realistically take shape.
Problem number one however was only minutes
away.

Our boat, Septima, is a new Hanse 418 which we
acquired in early 2018 and provided everything we
needed for an extended summer cruise – including
Paula’s pride and joy, a plumbed in washing
machine!

As we motored towards the Petit Rade, after
stowing the mainsail and putting out fenders, I
detected all was not well with our mechanics. I
gunned the engine but it didn’t reach anywhere
near its potential revs for the amount of throttle I
was applying and there was a vibration I hadn’t
noticed during the passage.

Last year we made it as far as Camaret-sur-Mer
before heading back North for a meander along the
North Brittany coast.
This year we had ambitions to go further, to transit
the infamous Raz de Sein and on down into South
Brittany. Oh, the best laid plans!

The following day after a call to Purbeck Marine
who had serviced the engine their analysis was a
problem with the propeller. While she was hauled
out, I had a new Brunton variable pitch propeller
fitted to replace the fixed two-bladed unit which
was the standard fit on our Hanse. It transpired that
the Hanse dealer on the Hamble had provided
incorrect information re the engine specifications
and the wrong propeller had been fitted. Our engine
is rated at 40 hp but our new propeller had been
designed for a 50 hp power plant.

Poole to Cherbourg
(log on arrival: 1037)
And so, it was that we left our berth in the
Parkstone Haven at some miserably early hour –
think 0500 - on a late May morning with grey skies
and pouring rain. I remember taking a cup of coffee
into the cockpit sheltering under the sprayhood and
thinking: “This will not go down well when
Madam emerges.”

Brunton were incredibly helpful and arranged to
ship out a replacement. They also agreed that when
we returned, I would receive a substantial refund
on the “old” propeller which nestled in our
storeroom/locker for the next three months.
Brunton were as good as their word.

Thankfully the rain eased and the wind was light
but the sky was leaden and promised nothing but
more and more rain. We had barely left our berth
when another downpour descended. I scrambled
down below and presented Paula with a large
umbrella – all very incongruous in the cockpit of a
sailing yacht but it seemed to work.

Our stay was therefore much longer than planned.
Instead of a day or two it stretched out into a twoweek sojourn. It was enlivened however when we
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One of our “hiccups” – Septima out of the water at Cherbourg having her
prop replaced with a new unit from ever helpful Bruntons
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met up with some other PYC members who were
on a D Day 75th Anniversary Pilgrimage. We also
enjoyed the company of Warren and Judy, an
American couple who spend half of their year
living on a beautiful 45’ Dutch motor yacht which
was moored beside us in Port Chantereyne. Warren
it seemed had made his money working as Finance
Director for the US corporation which invented
bubble wrap!

Cherbourg to St Peter Port
(log on arrival: 1076)
Two weeks later on June 10th and with our new
prop fitted we slipped our moorings on yet another
miserably wet morning to catch a very early back
eddy to the Alderney Race and St Peter Port.
More grey skies, occasional rain showers but light
winds. At least it allowed me to check out the new
prop and I had promised to e-mail Brunton with the
data. – 7.9 kts at 2250 rpm. That was much better
and just as it should be. Phew!!
We like Guernsey and always spend longer than
originally intended. Warren and Judy were there and
introduced us to La Perla, a convenient and great
value Italian bistro where we also later enjoyed a
bibulous and noisy supper with the same PYC
contingent we had met up with in Cherbourg. John
and Rita Pettet yet again proved Bugs Bunny’s
reputation as a PYC party boat when we joined
another PYC collection of members for drinks and
nibbles. I at least proved my worth by finding a
table for dinner in a St Peter Port where it seemed
that evening that every restaurant was fully booked.
Then one morning we had stunningly bad news.
Paula’s son phoned to say that her apartment had
been burgled and badly ransacked. I booked a
passage on that day’s Condor to Poole, informed
the harbour master that we were leaving Septima,
engaged a local guy to look after her during our
absence, bought a large suitcase and headed back to
Poole and to our apartment block in Bournemouth
arriving at around 11.00 pm or so.

Our chartplotter on the way to Guernsey
confirming our new prop was up to the job
– 7.9 kts of boat speed at 2250 rpm
It had been interesting how we had coped with two
weeks in Cherbourg. When you know you cannot
leave life becomes very relaxed with no need for
anxious scanning of weather forecasts. We also had
the time to make our own 75th Anniversary D-Day
pilgrimage to various museums, Utah Beach and St
Mere Eglise both of which abounded with WW11
uniforms and vehicles. We were even invited to
help a class of students from a Cherbourg college
with their conversational English.

Initially Paula was in a state of predictable shock
and dismay. Every cupboard, every drawer, every
filing cabinet, had been emptied. And so much –
both valuable and sentimental – was gone.
However, her grit soon returned and she set to with
a will to bring some order back to the home we
share and to sort out insurance claims and liaise
with the local police who were incredibly sensitive
to her plight. I have an apartment in the same block
but it was untouched and provided a refuge for us.
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Paula likes Quba! If in doubt check out the photo!
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We were both pretty whacked when we arrived in
Roscoff but after a shower, a change of clothes and a
drink we felt sufficiently human to re-acquaint
ourselves with Vincent and Anne-Nely. Their
welcome when we walked through the door was
incredibly warm. “Oh, we thought we weren’t going
to see you this year” was their reaction and then from
Vincent: “Dinner tonight is on me!!” Tres bon!!!

After a very hectic two weeks we felt able to think
about resuming our summer cruise. Able because
order had been fully restored but also because
Paula in particular had regained the emotional
equilibrium and “must crack on” attitude which are
among her hallmark characteristics.

Yet again we dallied. Vincent has a Smart car which
he loaned to us whenever we felt the need for some
wheels and particularly to do some supermarket
shopping so getting around was a total breeze. One
day we decided to have lunch with him and we
ordered his lobster salad which was described on the
specials board as, and I jest not, “Fucking Caesar”.
“Ah Peter it is a name I thought up as I was drinking
some Montrachet,” he said. “And I am going to
register the name.”
“Really” I queried, not being able to hide my less
than mild surprise. “Of course. Why not. It is a
speciality of my restaurant. So how was my F*****g
salad?” he asked laughingly.
Vincent Doucet, proprietor of C’est Ici and
his brand of customer relations with a
not unhappy Paula

I had no choice but to respond positively in a way
commensurate with the nomenclature!
One of the issues with Roscoff marina is the strength
of the tides which can run at 4 knots plus through the
pontoons. Fortunately, whenever we have visited,
we’ve arrived at or close to slack water. During our
stay we were bumped twice in three days by yachts
misjudging the tides – once at 5.30 in the morning
when we found a Moody 31 pinned broadside against
our transom and the transom of the neighbouring
yacht by the tide. Fortunately, no damage was done.

St Peter Port to Roscoff
(log on arrival: 1162)
From Guernsey we had an uncomfortable 10-hour
passage to Roscoff with a big following sea. We
adjusted our course from last year keeping Les SeptIles closely to port and then Les Triagoz lighthouse to
starboard and North of La Meloine and into Roscoff.
It cut at least an hour from the more northerly dog leg
course we had mistakenly followed in 2018.

Later that same day we were relaxing in the cockpit
when there was an almighty bang from a
neighbouring pontoon. The Ile de Batz lifeboat was
reversing out into the fairway when it was slammed
against two moored yachts which were swung
violently from side to side. So, if the professionals
get it so wrong, there is an excuse for we amateurs.
Or is there?

We rather like Roscoff. The marina is first class, the
little town has charm and from previous visits we
have become friends with Vincent and Anne-Nely
who own C’Est Ici, the restaurant in the marina.
Vincent was one of France’s top wine writers and it
shows in his “carte des vins”. Just ask my credit
card!!
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The 17th Century Vauban fort is a very prominent feature of Camaret. On the far left the
chapel with its truncated bell tower courtesy of an English cannon ball.

When she saw this photograph Paula asked me to make it clear that it was the
“other lady” in my life which had the big bottom!
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We found a perfect alongside berth in Camaret with
lovely views over the bay and settled in for another
couple of days or so. When it comes to cruising we
don’t believe in pressing on regardless.

Roscoff to Camaret-sur-Mer
(log on arrival: 1230)
Soon it was time to move on and make our
farewells. Next stop was Camaret-sur-Mer. We
took the Chenal de Batz out of Roscoff. When you
first look at this passage between the mainland and
the Ile de Batz on the chart it seems problematic
but it’s very well marked. We couldn’t understand
why some couples we met in Roscoff preferred to
head North around the Island.

Camaret is a pleasant little town with its own well
preserved 17th century Vauban fort which helped
inflict a major defeat on an Anglo Dutch invasion
force in 1694. The bell tower on the nearby chapel
was demolished by an English cannon ball and for
more than three centuries has stood unrepaired. We
decided to take a bus trip into Brest but left rather
disenchanted with what seemed to us as nothing
more than a large and soul-less city.

We bypassed L’Aber Wrac’h which we find devoid
of charm. The entrance to the Chenal de Four had
the usual swell at the top but my PYC friend
Grenville Hancock, who I know as John (it’s a long
story) had suggested a shorter route into the Four
via the Paupian cardinal rather than the more
distant Grande Basse Portsall which is
recommended in some pilot books. This saved a
couple of miles at least and minimised the amount
of time we spent in the big swells. Thanks John!

Camaret-sur-Mer
to Benodet
(log on arrival: 1297)
For us this was the big one. Our first transit of the
notorious Raz de Sein! Timing to pass through the
Raz is critical and John and I texted and chatted on
the best strategy. The key was to hit it at slack water.
I decided to give ourselves at least two and a half
hours. We motored out of Camaret, through the
Chenal du Toulinguet south to the Raz which was
approximately 15 miles distant heading for a point
west of La Vielle lighthouse and its adjacent La
Platte mark. We arrived a little after slack – my fault
– and the sea had become agitated when we passed
through. Not enough to provide any problems but
enough to indicate how bad it could be.
And so, we were in South Brittany where the sky,
weather and sea all seemed much more benign.
Cruising friends had told us how it was like
transiting into a different world, something of which
I had always been highly sceptical but so it was. By
late afternoon we were in Benodet where we were
met in the river by a charming young French lady in
a rib who radioed ahead and when we arrived in the
marina one of the staff was standing by to take our
lines. We had chosen the marina on the Eastern side
of the Odet and moored alongside and inside the

Soaking up the sun as we waited in Benodet for a
new starter motor – yet another “hiccup”.
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Part of the marina at Roscoff – C’est Ici is on the far left of the long, low building.

Approaching the Raz du Sein. La Vielle lighthouse to the left with La Platte on the right.
This infamous stretch of water was well behaved as we passed through.
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breakwater with lovely views of the river from
which the town takes its name.
The tidal flow in the river really took us by surprise
– it reminded me of the ebb at Treguier - and were
grateful that we had been able to moor up inside the
breakwater. The boats on the outside had a very
lumpy time of it.
More technical problems. Preparing to leave after
three days or so the engine failed to start due to a
dead starter motor. Remember this is a new boat!
Help came in the form of Hendrik the local Yanmar
agent who conveniently spoke perfect English and
whose premises were right beside the marina. So
here we were with another enforced stay but there
are worse places to languish than Benodet.

Benodet to Port Louis (log on
arrival: 1336)
By now, given all of our problems and the delays
we had experienced, we had decided that Vannes
would be as far South as time would permit. We
chose Port Louis as our next port of call – a small
friendly port opposite L’Orient. Chris Stocker had
always said it was one of her favourites.
Flat seas and sunshine saw us motor sailing easily
south but passing the Ile de Groix there was a
thump from aft. Everything seemed OK until I
engaged reverse as we berthed in Port Louis.
Massive vibrations told us all was not well and a
look over the side confirmed that we had picked up
some fishing net. I rushed round to the marina
office who very quickly found a diver willing to
come to the boat the following morning. And so he
did. His bill was 200 Euros but at least the problem
was fixed. Later that same day we spotted our diver
enjoying a bibulous lunch with two friends. Hey ho
– it was a sellers’ market.
Another couple of days in Port Louis passed
pleasantly but it was soon time to move on.

Port Louis to Port
du Crouesty
(log on arrival: 1375)
Next stop an overnight stay in Port du Crouesty at
the entrance to the Golfe du Morbihan. Crouesty is
OK as long as you fancy being in a massive boat
park and the town has the air of an English bucket
and spade seaside resort. At least I found a shop
where I could re-stock my humidor with some
decent Havana cigars. We all need at least one
small vice!

Port du Crouesty to Vannes
(log on arrival: 1396)
My friend John (aka Grenville) has kept his Moody
35 Venturia in Vannes for some years and
encouraged us to make this charming medieval
town one of our destinations. We had already
visited by car the previous year and were looking
forward to arriving by boat.
John had kindly supplied me with all of the
waypoints – 16 in total – I needed to navigate my
way through the Morbihan to Vannes so the night
before we left Crouesty, I spent an hour or so
plotting them on my iPad which I had linked to my
B&G chart plotter. I’m from the analogue era but it
all worked just as it should. Maybe the whisky by
my side kept me calm, preventing my usual slide
into digital inspired panic.
And so, the following morning we swept into the
Morbihan on a strong flood tide and followed
John’s 16-waypoints very carefully. The Morbihan
is a mini cruising ground all by itself with
numerous islands, channels and anchorages to
explore. Comparisons with Poole Harbour were
very easy to imagine.
Final approach to Vannes is through a narrow
channel, under a lifting bridge -John was there to
bid us welcome and take some pics of our
triumphant arrival -and then into the town itself.
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Septima in Vannes – a town of immense medieval charm. Also home to my good
friend Grenville Hancock’s faithful Moody “Venturia”.
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Once again luck was on our side and we slid gently
onto a perfectly positioned alongside berth.
Vannes is charmingly medieval and well worth a
stay. John introduced us to some great restaurants,
Paula did some window shopping, I had a muchneeded haircut and we just enjoyed meandering
around its little cobbled streets. Time however was
marching on and we decided to retrace our
homeward route North.

Vannes – Crouesty –
Port Louis – Benodet Camaret – Roscoff – Guernsey
– Cherbourg - Poole
(log on arrival at Berth E14 in
the Parkstone
Haven: 1791)
Our return passage to Poole passed without any
incident - a generally leisurely combination of sail
and motor with a few days or so spent in each port
– with the exception of Crouesty which once again
was only an overnight stop.

A gift from Vincent – this Pomerol comes from a
vineyard only 1 kilometre – but worlds away in
terms of price - from the renowned Chateau Petrus.

There was a big blow during our stay in Camaret.
When the massive, Brest-based emergency salvage
tug Abeille Bourbon anchored in Camaret Bay we
knew trouble was in store. This 3,000 ton, 80-metre
monster goes on station there whenever really bad
weather comes through. Folklore among local
yachtsmen dictates that you do not head out of
Camaret until at least 24 hours after the tug has left.
Predictably, Vincent’s hospitality seduced us into
staying a little longer in Roscoff than most cruising
couples on a passage home would contemplate.
More great wines, including a fantastic Pomerol
which he “donated” from his cellar was an
oenophile’s delight. So too was a cognac which
went under the name of Fanny Fougerat. Highly
recommended if you can find a bottle in the UK.
We were also invited to a party by one of Vincent’s
friends we had met in the restaurant. Everyone was

charmingly courteous to this couple of Brit yachties
who turned up with wine, chocolates and large
smiles but with only a smattering of French. Paula
was predictably thrilled to meet charming and
handsome French actor Bruno Madinier. He’s big
in France and appeared in the final episode of
Bergerac. It was a wonderful evening of French
hospitality which we wouldn’t have missed for the
world.

Some reflections on
our cruise
One of the many things that struck me as we neared
the end of our French summer odyssey was the fact
that I had not touched any paper for pilotage or
navigation. I had found that the combination of a
state-of-the-art chart plotter plus Navionics charts
and tidal info as well as the Imray Tide Planner on
my iPad had seen us through. I have paper charts
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Cruising perfection. Moored up in Camaret after a longish passage from Benodet.
Time to relax and enjoy wonderful views over the bay.

On our way home. Grateful to find a vacant alongside
berth on the outer pontoons at St Peter Port.
and tide tables etc in plenty but they spent their
time nestling in the chart table. Sign of the times?
Probably but I know that the paper is there should
the need arise.
Also, Paula and I don’t anchor. I know it’s
expensive but we much prefer to spend our nights
tucked up in a marina berth with water, power and
walk ashore access to shops and restaurants. Our
worry as our cruising timetable slipped into August
was the availability of berths in what was the high
season. The secret according to my friend John
who has sailed French waters for more than 25
years was to arrive before 5.00 pm as the French,
squeezing as much sailing time as they could out of
their vacances, rarely pitched up before then. It
worked. Never once during our three months did
we find a problem.

And so home to Poole via Guernsey and
Cherbourg. It was an early September evening
when we slipped into our berth in the PYC Haven
after a fast, wet, rough and uncomfortable cross
Channel passage from Cherbourg with 25 knots of
Westerlies on the beam. As we tied up we still
couldn’t believe we had spent more than three
months and more than 800 miles as liveaboards.
Dry land beckoned but there was more than a little
sadness as we walked away from our beloved
Septima – our home afloat for most of the summer
of 2019.

Were we seduced? “Bien sur!”

Peter & Paula,
crew of yacht Septima

Front and back cover: Approaching Guernsey from Roscoff we couldn’t resist
this photograph of a solitary cloud parked over the island within a clear blue sky.
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